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In a flush toiletwith a reservoir tank and bowl, a con 
tainer containing a water-soluble detergent and color 
ing agent is mounted in line with a water line leading 
from a riser tube to an over?ow tube in the reservoir 
tank for adding detergent-containing make-up water 
to the bowl following a ?ushing operation. The quan 
tity of make-up water per ?ushing operation, and its 
detergent concentration provides the resulting bowl 
water with at least a predetermined concentration of 
detergent. Large savings in the volume of water used 
per ?ushing operation may be realized by proper con 
trol, through use of a regulator valve, of the volume of 
make-up water employed. 

11 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures 
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TOILET CLEANING APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION’ 
Modern day toilets in common usage include a toilet 

bowl and an elevated reservoir tank which supplies 
?ushing water to the bowl and which itself is supplied 
with water from a water line. The reservoir tank ordi 
narily includes an upright riser tube which is connected 
at its lower end to a cold water line, a ?oat valve at the 
top of the riser tube, and an upright hush tube which 
is connected at its upper end to the riser tube through 
the ?oat valve and which has its lower end near the bot 
tom of the reservoir tank. A ball ?oat normally oper 
ates the ?oat valve so that when water in the tank rises 
to a given level, the ?oat valve shuts off the ?ow of 
water passing through the riser tube to the hush tube. 
The reservoir tank has a large opening in its ?oor com 
municating with the toilet bowl, the opening being 
plugged with a ball cock which is lifted from its seating 
position when the toilet is ?ushed to enable the water 
in the reservoir to ?ow into the toilet bowl. The reser 
voir tank includes an over?ow pipe which communi 
cates with the toilet bowl, and a section of tubing leads 
from the ?oat valve to the over?ow pipe, and during 
re?lling of the reservoir tank after a ?ushing operation, 
a quantity of water passes through the tubing into the 
over?ow pipe to bring the water in the bowl to the de 
sired level. 

In recent years, various devices have been employed 
to add a detergent and a coloring substance (normally 
blue) to water in the reservoir tank so that when the 
toilet is ?ushed, and the water in the bowl has returned 
to the desired level, the bowl water is blue in color and 
contains detergent to avoid the formation of a ring or 
other stains within the bowl and to cleanse the bowl. To 
avoid formation of stains and to insure proper cleans 
ing, the detergent in the bowl water must be at or above 
a given minimum concentration. The bowl water (con 
taining detergent) remaining immediately after ?ushing 
is thus diluted by detergent-free water passing through 
the over?ow pipe. The concentration of detergent in 
the water in the reservoir tank hence must be some 
what greater than that desired in the bowl water. In a 
toilet having a reservoir tank containing 3 1k gallons of 
water, for example, approximately 10 cups of water 
pass through the over?ow pipe in a single ?ushing cycle 
to dilute the detergent-containing water remaining in 
the bowl immediately after a ?ushing operation. It will 
be understood that large quantities of detergent are 
thus required to maintain the proper concentration of 
detergent in the reservoir tank water, and it will be fur 
ther understood that the great majority of the detergent 
in the reservoir water passes directly to the drain and 
is thus wasted. ‘ 

A device for reducing the quantity of detergent 
which is employed in each ?ushing cycle, and for re 
ducing the amount of make-up water added to the bowl 
water through the over?ow pipe, is much to be desired 
and would result in signi?cant cost savings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to a toilet cleaning apparatus 
which reduces the amount of detergent required per 
?ush and which also may reduce the amount of water 
employed per ?ush. The invention is an improvement 
on a toilet assembly which includes a bowl and a reser 
voir tank within which is a riser tube with ?oat valve for 
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2 
supplying water to the tank, a hush tube through which 
water is supplied to the reservoir through the ?oat 
valve and an over?ow pipe supplying make-up water 
from the ?oat valve to the bowl. The cleaning appara 
tus comprises a container including a soluble detergent 
and coloring agent. A by-pass tube communicates 
water from the riser tube through the ?oat valve to the 
container, and a regulator valve regulates the amount 
of water thus passedto the container during each ?ush 
ing cycle. A conduit provides a ?ow passage from the 
container to the over?ow pipe for carrying an equal 
volume of detergent-containing make-up water to the 
over?ow pipe for discharge into the bowl, the volume 
and detergent concentration of the make-up water pro 
viding the resulting bowl water with at least a predeter 
mined concentration of detergent and coloring; that is, 
a concentration effective to prevent formation of a ring 
or stains in the toilet bowl and to insure thorough 
cleaning. The water in the reservoir tank thus remains 
free of detergent, and the invention thus avoids adding 
relatively large quantities of detergent and coloring 
agent to the reservoir tank water and permits less 
make-up water to be used per ?ushing operation. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a front view in partial cross section of a toi 
let assembly including an apparatus of the invention; 
FIG. 2 is an expanded, broken away view in partial 

cross section showing details of the invention; 
FIG. 3 is a top view, in partial cross section, of the de 

vice depicted in FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a cross sectional view taken along line 4—-4 

of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 5 is a cross sectional view taken along line 5—5 

of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 6 is a cross sectional view of the apparatus of 

FIG. 2 showing the cover partially removed; 
FIG. 7 is a front view, partially broken away and in 

partial cross section, of a modification of the embodi 
ment shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 8 is a broken away, cross sectional view taken 

along line 8—8 of FIG. 7; 
FIG. 9 is a top view of the device depicted in FIG. 8; 
FIG. 10 is a side view of the device of FIG. 8 with 

cover partially removed; and 
FIG. 11 is a broken away, cross sectional view taken 

along line 11--l1 of FIG. 8. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

With reference to FIGS. 1 and 7, a toilet assembly is 
provided with a bowl designated generally as 10 and a 
reservoir tank designated generally as 12, the reservoir 
tank being mounted behind and above the bowl in the 
usual fashion. A drain pipe 10.1 is provided with a U 
shaped con?guration in a known manner to retain a 
given quantity of water in the how] after each ?ushing 
operation. The reservoir tank 12 has bottom and side 
walls, a generally central aperture 12.] in the bottom 
wall through which water in the tank may ?ow into the 
bowl, and an over?ow pipe 14 which also communi 
cates the interior of the reservoir tank with the bowl. 
A riser tube 16 is connected at its bottom end to a 
water line 18 and includes at its upper end a ?oat valve 
16.1, the ?oat valve being operated by the rising and 
falling of a ?oat 16.2 acting on the valve through a se 
ries of levers designated generallyyas 16.3, in a known 
manner. An upright “hush” tube 20 with an open lower 
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end near the bottom of the reservoir tank is mounted 
at its upper end'to a connector 16.4 attached to the 
riser tube, and communicates through the connector 
with the riser tube so that the reservoir tank, after a 
?ushing operation, is re?lled with water ?owing from 
the water line 18 through the riser tube 16, ?oat valve 
16.1 and connector 16.4 and thence downwardly 
through the hush tube 20. As the reservoir tank is ?lled 
with water, the ?oat 16.2 rises, thus gradually closing 
the ?oat valve and diminishing the amount of water 
passing through the hush tube 20 until such ?ow even 
tually ceases. 
With reference to FIGS. l-6, a container 22 includes 

a quantity of a water-soluble detergent intimately 
mixed with a water-soluble coloring agent, and desir 
ably in the form of a solid block or cake 22.1. The con 
tainer is attached to ‘the over?ow tube 14 by a clamp 
22.2 having spring-loaded arms, as best seen in FIGS. 
1 and 3. The clamp 22.2 is generally C-shaped in cross 
section, with the arms of the clamp clamping with 
spring pressure against the over?ow pipe 14 and hold 
ing the top of the container well above the maximum 
water level in the reservoir tank. The side wall 22.3 of 
the container adjacent the over?ow pipe 14 has a de 
pressed lip 22.4 at its upper end. A conduit, such as the 
bracket 22.5, provides a ?ow passage from the con 
tainer 22 adjacent its top to the over?ow pipe 14. The 
bracket 22.5, having generally an inverted U-shape, is 
carried on the lip 22.4, the inner arm of the bracket 
being attached to the container wall 22.3 and the legs 
of the bracket being spaced so that the outer arm of the 
bracket extends over and into the upper open end of 
the over?ow pipe 14, as shown in FIG. 2. The upper 
surface of the bracket is concave upwardly to de?ne a 
spillway 22.6 over which water from within the con 
tainer may ?ow into the over?ow pipe. The other walls 
of the container extend substantially above the lip 22.4, 
and are provided with outwardly beaded upper edges. 
A removable container cover 22.7 is provided with 

downwardly and inwardly turned edges 22.8 which 
snap around the beaded upper edges of the container 
walls, the cover being spaced above the spillway 22.6 
a signi?cant distance. 
A regulating valve 24 is attached to the lower surface 

of the cover, and includes a hollow nipple 24.1 facing 
the space between the edge of the cover and the spill 
way 22.6. As shown in FIG. 5, the valve 24 includes an 
internal ?ow passage 24.2 extending through the nipple 
and opening downwardly into the container 22, and the 
body of the valve is provided with a threaded hole 
within which is received a threaded valve stem 24.4 
protruding through a hole in the cover and having an 
externally accessable screwdriver slot. The inner end of 
the valve stem protrudes into the flow passage 24.3, 
constricting the latter, and the amount of water which 
can ?ow through the valve is thus limited and con 
trolled by the depth to which the valve stem 24.4 is 
threaded into the valve body. 
A length of by-pass tubing 26 (which in prior art de 

vices communicated directly with the over?ow pipe 14, 
as shown in phantom lines in FIG. 2) is connected at 
one end with the connector 16.4 of the riser tube, and 
at its other end with a section of tubing 26.1 which in 
turn is ?tted over the nipple 24.1 of the regulator valve 
24, the section of tubing 26.1 passing inwardly of the 
container through the space between the cover and the 
spillway 22.6. The tubes 26 and 26.1, which are nor 
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mally ?exible, rubber tubes, serve to carry make-up 
water from the riser tube to the container 22, the water 
passing through the ?oat valve 16.1, connector 16.4, 
by-pass tube 26, tubing section 26.1 and regulator 
valve 24. The make-up water entering the container 22 ‘ 
comes into contact with, and dissolves a portion of, the 
cake of mixed detergent and coloring agent 22.1, an ' 
equal volume of detergent-laden, colored make-up‘ 
water being displaced and ?owing outwardly over the 
spillway 22.6‘ and into the over?ow pipe 14. The 
amount of water which ?ows into and out of the con 
tainer during each ?ushing operation is regulatedby 
the valve 24, as will be explained in greater detail be 
low. 
Various structures mounted within the reservoir tank 

of certain toilet assemblies will not provide enough 
room for the container 22 to be snapped on to the over 
?ow pipe 14, in the manner shown in FIGS. 1—6. I have 
provided the modi?cation depicted in FIGS. 7-11 
wherein the container 22 is attached to a side wall 12.2 
of the reservoir tank 12, this embodiment employing a 
return tube 28 connecting the container 22 with the 
over?ow pipe 14. As in the previously described em— 
bodiment, the container 22 is generally rectangular in ‘ 
shape to receivea block or cake 22.1 of mixed deter 
gent and coloring agent. The walls of the container 
each rise to the same height, and are provided at their 
upper edges with an outwardly extending head over 
which snaps the downwardly and inwardly turned edges 
of thecover 22.7. The regulator valve 24 is mounted on 
the upper surface of the cover, and is provided with a . 
nipple 24.1 over which the by-pass tube 26 is ?tted. As 
previously described, the regulator valve 24 includes an 
internal ?ow passage communicating the nipple with 
the interior of the container, as shown in phantom lines 
in FIG. 11, and an adjustable, threaded valve stem 1 
24.4. 
A hanger 30 which is generally of inverted U-shape, 

has one of its legs rivetted to a wall of the container 
with the other leg spaced suf?cient distance from the 
?rst leg as to enable the hanger to be positioned over 
the top of a wall of the reservoir tank, as shown best in 
FIGS. 7 and 11, the hanger maintaining the upper sur 
face of the container desirably well above the maxi 
mum water level reached in the reservoir tank. In the 
opposed, or inner, wall of the container adjacent its 
upper end but spaced laterally from the position of the 
control valve 24 is formed an ori?ce with a hollow, ex 
ternal nipple 28.1, the return tube '28 being ?tted over 
the latter nipple and passing thence into communica- . 
tion with the over?ow pipe 14. 
An operation, referring particularly to the embodi 

ment shown in FIGS. 1-6, the toilet assembly is ?ushed 
in the usual manner by operation of an exterior handle, 
the ,ball cock 12.2 being lifted from its seating engage 
ment against the ori?ce 12.1, and the water in the tank, 
perhaps 3 ‘k gallons, passing downwardly through the 
ori?ce to flush into the bowl 10. When the reservoir 
tank 12 has been substantially emptied, the ball cock 
is resealed against the ori?ce 12.1. The ball ?oat 16.2 
falls during the ?ushing operation, acting through the 
linkage 16.3 to open the ?oat valve 16.1 and cause 
water to pass upwardly through the riser tube 16, 
through the connector 16.4 and thence downwardly 
through the hush tube 20 to re?ll the reservoirtank to 
its desired level. 
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As the reservoir tank is refilled a small amount of 
make-up water passes through the by-pass tube 26,tub 
ing section 26.1 and control valve 24 into the container 
22 containing the cake 22.1 of detergent and coloring 
agent. The amount of make-up water which is thus 
passed through the by-pass tube 26 is dependent upon 
the length of time that the float valve 16.1 remains 
open, this valve gradually closing as the reservoir tank 
fills with water, and also upon the constriction within 
thevalve 24 caused by the valve stem 24.4. In use, the 
container 22 remains full of water and the amount of 
water which is introduced into the container during 
each ?ushing operation will be precisely the same as 
the amount of water containing detergent and coloring 
agent that ?ows over the spillway 22.4 and thence 
downwardly through the over?ow pipe 14 into the toi 
let bowl. With prior art toilet ?xtures', as noted above, 
the tube 26 was introduced directly into the over?ow 
pipe 14, and make-up water in the amount of, for ex 
ample, 10 cups would be added to the bowl through the 
over?ow pipe in each flushing operation. By use of the 
regulator valve 24 of the present invention, this amount 
can be reduced to approximately 4 cups of water for 
each ?ushing operation, and I have found that this 
amount of make-up water is entirely adequate. The em 
bodiment shown in FIGS. 8-11 works in a similar fash 
ion: During each ?ushing operation, water from the 
?oat valve 16.1 passes through the by-pass tube 26 to 
the valve 24 and thence into the container 22. An equal 
volume of water carrying dissolved detergent and col 
oring agent, ?ows outwardly from the container 
through return tube 28 and into the over?ow pipe 14 
for addition to the residual water in the bowl 10. 

It will be understood that some minimum concentra 
tion of detergent is required in the bowl to avoid ring 
formation, and that in the present invention the only 
detergent which reaches the bowl is that which is con 
tained in the make-up water which ?ows into the bowl 
from the container 22 during each flushing operation. 
It will be appreciated that the make-up water must have 
a reasonably high concentration of detergent so that, 
upon dilution by the water remaining in the bowl, at 
least a predetermined minimum effective detergent 
conectration may be obtained. This may be accom 
plished, for example, by employing a block or cake 
22.1 of detergent-coloring agent which is rapidly solu 
ble in water so that the water passing into the container 
22 is rapidly charged with detergent and coloring 
agent, desirably to the saturation point. Although the 
detergent cake 22.1 in the drawing takes up the major 
portion of the volume of the container, it may be desir 
able in some instances to make the block considerably 
smaller or the container considerably larger so that a 
significant volume of water is retained in the container 
at all times. In the latter instance, a given volume of 
make-up water is charged into the container during 
each ?ushing operation, mixing with a far greater vol 
ume of water which is substantially saturated with de 
tergent and coloring agent. A volume of make-up water 
equal to that charged to the container, and being highly 
concentrated in detergent and coloring agent, passes 
from the container into the over?ow pipe 14, and the 
water remaining in the container becomes resaturated 
with detergent and coloring agent. In another embodi 
ment, the block or cake 22.1 may be of porous material 
and the container may have openings at opposed ends 
such that water charged to the container at one end 
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during a ?ushing operation passes through the porous 
cake to dissolve detergent and coloring agent there 
from, and thence passes from the other end of the con 
tainer into the over?ow pipe. In the embodiment de 
picted in the drawing, the cake 22.1 occupies the ma 
jority of the volume of the container and is of highly 
soluble material such that even a very short period of 
contact between the make-up water passing inwardly of 
the container permits the water to dissolve sufficient 
quantities of detergent and coloring agent so that the 
water in the‘ bowl reaches the minimum effective con 
centration of detergent. Even with very rapidly soluble 
detergent cakes,‘ it is desired that the cake occupy less 
than the entire volume of the container, thus providing 
some free space within the container in which water 
may circulate around the cake to aid in the dissolving 
of the detergent. 
The coloring agent, which desirably is a clear blue 

dye, is incorporated into or mixed with the detergent so 
that the detergent and coloring agent are released from 
the cake at approximately the same rate, the depth of 
color of the water passing from the container yielding 
a visual indication of the concentration of detergent 
therein. The presence of a colored bowl water indicates 
that the system of the invention is operational, whereas 
the absence of color in the bowl water indicates that 
the detergent cake 22.1 has likely been used up and an 
other cake must be inserted. 
As noted above, by use of the present invention the 

amount of make-up water added to the bowl water dur 
ing each ?ushingoperation may be reduced from, for 
example, 10 cups of water to 4 cups of water. Although 
this is a relatively small amount of water when com 
pared to, for example, the 3 ‘A gallons of water em 
ployed during each ?ushing operation, a great saving in 
water may be obtained. For example, assuming eight 
flushing operations per day for each resident of a city 
having a population of 500,000, a saving of 6 cups of 
water per ?ushing operation would result in the daily 
saving of water on the order of 1 112 million gallons, and 
this saving of water results in an equal reduction in the 
amount of sewage processed each day. Moreover, the 
present invention results in the use of far less detergent 
than is ordinarily used in prior art toilet devices, thus 
not only reducing the amount of detergent required, 
but also passing far less quantities of detergent into the 
sewer lines. '_ ' 

It will be understood that the device of the present 
invention is adapted to be used with existing toilet as 
semblies by installing the detergent cake-containing 
container 22 in a reservoir tank, e.g. by snapping the 
compartment onto the over?ow pipe or hanging the 
compartment over the edge of the tank wall. A by-pass 
tube 26, which in prior art devices leads directly to the 
over?ow pipe, may be connected through tubing sec 
tion 26.1 to the detergent container. Means are then 
provided for conveying water from the container 22 to 
the over?ow pipe, such means comprising the spillway 
bracket 22.6 in the embodiment of FIGS. 1-6 and the 
return tube 28 in the embodiment of FIGS. 7-11. The 
valve stem 24.4 of the regulator valve is adjusted so 
that approximately 4 cups of by-passwater are added 
to the remaining bowl water through the over?ow pipe 
during each ?ushing operation, the deepness of the 
color of the water in the bowl furnishing an indication 
of detergent concentration. For example, a very light 
blue color may signify an unsatisfactorily low concen 
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tration of detergent, whereas a deeper color will indi 
cate that the detergent is at or above the effective con 
centration. 

Manifestly, I have provided a cleaning apparatus 
which signi?cantly reduces the amount of water which 
is employed in each ?ushing operation and greatly re 
duces the amount of detergent which is required. My 
device operates automatically, and provides‘visual indi 
cation of when the detergent has been depleted. My de 
vice can be installed in various toilet assemblies 
quickly, easily, and without the use of special tools or 
other equipment, and in no way detracts from normal 
operation of the toilet. 
While I have described a preferred embodiment of 

the present invention, it should be understood that vari 
ous changes, adaptations, and modi?cations may be 
made therein without departing from the spirit of the 
invention and the scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed: 
1. In a toilet assembly having a bowl and a reservoir 

tank containing a riser tube with ?oat valve, a hush 
tube for receiving water from the riser tube and dis 
charging the same into the reservoir to re?ll the latter, 
and an over?ow pipefor supplying make-up water from 
the ?oat valve to the bowl as the reservoir tank is re 
?lled after each ?ushing operation, 
a cleaning apparatus comprising a container 
mounted within the reservoir tank and containing 
water-soluble detergent and coloring agent, a by 
pass tube connecting the riser tube through the 
?oat valve with the container to supply make-up 
water to the container, a manually adjustable regu 
lator valve for regulating the volume of by-pass 
water supplied to the container during each ?ush 
ing operation, and a conduit connecting the con 
tainer adjacent its upper end to the over?ow pipe 
for directing an equal volume of make-up water 
containing detergent and coloring agent from the 
container to the bowl, the amount of detergent in 
the make-up water being sufficient, when added to 
water remaining in the bowl immediately after a 
?ushing operation, to provide the resulting bowl 
water with at least a predetermined minimum de 
tergent concentration. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the container in 
cludes a removable cover to which the regulator valve 
is mounted. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the regulator 
valve is preset with respect to the ?oat valve and the 
period of time that the latter is open in a ?ushing opera 
tion to deliver approximately four cups of make-up 
water to the bowl in each ?ushing operation. 

4. In a toilet assembly including a bowl and a reser 
voir tank within which is a riser tube with a ?oat valve, 
a hush tube for receiving water from the ?oat valve and 
discharging the same into the reservoir to re?ll the lat 
ter, and an over?ow pipe for supplying make-up water 
from the ?oat valve to the bowl as the reservoir tank is 
re?lled after each ?ushing operation, 
a cleaning apparatus comprising: 
a. a container with a removable cover and mounted 
within the reservoir tank, the container having a 
predetermined volume; 

b. a water soluble but ordinarily solid detergent in 
cluding a coloring agent and contained within the 
container but occupying less than the entire vol 
ume thereof, whereby water within the container in 
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8 
contact with the detergent becomes concentrated 

‘ in‘ detergent; 

c. a by-pass tube connecting the riser tube through 
the ?oat valve with the container to provide make 
up water to the container during re?lling of the res 
ervoir tank following each flushing operation, the 
make-up water becoming charged with detergent 
and coloring agent; 

d. a manually adjustable regulator valve for regulat 
ing the volume of by-pass water supplied through 
the by-pass tube to the container during each ?ush 
ing operation; and 

. a conduit connecting the container adjacent its top 
to the over?ow pipe for conveying an equal volume 
of detergent-containing, colored make-up water 
from the container to the bowl, the volume of 
make-up water and its detergent concentration 
providing the resulting bowl water with a satisfac 
tory water level therein and with at least a prede 
termined minimum concentration of detergent. 

5. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein the conduit com 
prises an inverted U-shaped bracket, the legs of which 
hook respectively over an upper edge of a wall of the 
container spaced below the cover and over and into the 
over?ow pipe at its upper, open end, and wherein the 
top surface of the bracket is concave upwardly to‘ de 
?ne a spillway over which detergent-containing make 
up water ?ows from the container to the over?ow pipe. 

6. ‘The apparatus of claim 5 wherein the regulator 
valve is mounted to the lower surface of the cover with 
the valve stem protruding through a hole in the cover ‘ 
for external manipulation, the by-pass tube passing 
through the space between the cover and spillway for 
connection to the regulator valve. 

7. The apparatus of claim 5 wherein the container in 
cludes an exterior mounting clamp having spring 
loaded arms to snap over the over?ow pipe and clamp , 
the container thereto. 

8. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein the container in 
cludes an exterior‘ hanger for hanging the container ‘ 
from the sidewall of the reservoir tank, and wherein the 
conduit comprises a return tube connecting the con 
tainer and the over?ow pipe. 

9. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein the regulator 
valve is mounted to the upper surface of the cover and 
includes a nipple over which is ?tted the by-pass tube. 

10. In a toilet assembly having a bowl and a reservoir 
tank which includes a riser tube with a ?oat valve, a 
hush tube for receiving water from the ?oat valve and 
discharging the same into the reservoir to re?ll the lat 
ter, and an over?ow pipe supplying make-up water 
from the ?oat valve to the bowl as the reservoir tank is 
re?lled after each ?ushing operation, 

a cleaning apparatus comprising: 
a. container having a predetermined volume and in 

cluding a cake of water-soluble detergent including‘ 
a coloring agent and occupying less than the entire 
volume of the container, a removable container 
cover, an exterior mounting clamp attached to the 
the container and having spring-loaded arms ori 
ented to snap over the over?ow pipe to clamp the 
container thereto, and an inverted U-shaped 
bracket having downwardly depending legs which 
hook respectively over the upper edge of a wall of a 
the container spaced below the cover and into the ' 
over?ow pipe at its upper, open end, respectively, 
the bracket having an upwardly concave top sur 
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face de?ning a spillway communicating the con 
tainer with the over?ow pipe; 

b. a regulator valve mounted to the removable con 
tainer cover and having an interior ?ow passage 
with an inlet, and an outlet communicating with the 
container, and including an exteriorly operable 
valve stem for constricting the ?ow passage; and 

c. a by-pass tube connecting the riser tube through 
the ?oat valve with the inlet of the regulator valve 
?ow passage to provide a regulated quantity of 
make-up water to the container during re?lling of 
the reservoir tank, and to cause discharge from the 
container over the spillway into the over?ow pipe 
of an equal quantity of make-up water charged 
with detergent and coloring agent, the volume and 
detergent concentration of the make-up water dis 
charged into the bowl through the over?ow pipe 
being sufficient to provide the resulting bowl water 
with at least a predetennined minimum concentra 
tion of detergent. 

11. In a toilet assembly having a bowl and a reservoir 
tank which includes a riser tube with ?oat valve, a hush 
tube for receiving water from the ?oat valve and dis 
charging the same into the reservoir to re?ll the latter, 
and an over?ow pipe supplying make-up water from 
the ?oat valve to the bowl as the reservoir tank is re 
?lled after each ?ushing operation, 

a cleaning apparatus comprising: 
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10 
a. a container having a predetermined volume and 

including a cake of water-souble detergent in 
cluding a coloring agent and occupying less than 
the entire volume of the container, a removable 
cover, an exterior hanger for hanging the con 
tainer from a side wall of the reservoir tank, and 
a return tube communicating the container adja 

- cent its top with the over?ow pipe; 
b. a regulator valve mounted to the removable con 

tainer cover and having an interior flow passage 
with an inlet, and an outlet communicating with 
the container, and including an exteriorly opera 
ble stem for constricting the ?ow passage; and 

c. a by-pass tube connecting the riser tube through 
the ?oat valve with the inlet of the regulator 
valve ?ow passage to provide a regulated quan 
tity of make-up water to the container during re 
?lling of the reservoir tank, and to cause dis 
charge from the container through the return 
tube into the over?ow pipe of an equal quantity 
of make-up water charged with detergent and 
coloring agent, the volume and detergent con 
centration of the make-up water discharged into 
the bowl through the over?ow pipe being suf? 
cient to provide the resulting bowl water with at 
least a predetermined minimum concentration of 
detergent. 

* * * * * 


